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PROGRAM GOALS
The general goal of the Master's graduate program in Psychology with a Cognitive and
Affective Emphasis is to provide students with outstanding research skills and both a theoretical
and practical understanding of one of the leading emphases in Psychology. To achieve this goal,
we provide students with not only a strong foundation in research methods and statistics, but
also, a thorough understanding of the cognitive and emotional process that underlie motivation
and behavior. Laboratory facilities are available to provide research experience in animal
behavior, learning, developmental, social, cognition, perception, clinical, personality, and
physiological psychology. Furthermore, students will be able to apply the research skills they
have learned to research projects they encounter after graduation.
The program is designed to meet the needs of all students, whether they plan to seek
employment immediately after completing the degree or pursue further graduate education.
Students seeking employment immediately after completing their degree typically seek research
positions in industry or health-services related fields or instructor positions in university settings.
Students who pursue further graduate education typically enter Ph.D. programs in social, clinical,
cognitive, developmental, or biopsychological fields.
HOW TO APPLY
To apply for admission to the program, applicants should obtain the standard Graduate
School Application from the Graduate Studies Office. If the applicant also wishes to apply for a
graduate assistantship, a separate assistantship application form should be requested. These
forms should be completed and returned to the Graduate Studies Office as soon as possible.
The following data and materials should be included and preferred by April 1; those not
required by the Graduate School are nonetheless requested by the Psychology Department.
1. Official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate course work.
2. Graduate Record Examination (GRE) scores. GRE scores are an important part of your
application. Failure to take the GRE or have scores forwarded to us will delay the
admission process and possibly result in denial of admission.
3. Three or more letters of recommendation, at least two from faculty members of the
Department of Psychology at the applicant's undergraduate institution. Applicants with an
undergraduate major other than Psychology may include one recommendation from a
faculty member of that department.
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4. Applicants wishing to enroll in the Cognitive and Affective Graduate Program must
make this fact known at the time of their application. Applicants are also encouraged to
contact one of the department's faculty members prior to enrollment, if possible.
5. Applicants must submit a personal statement (two to three typewritten pages) describing
why they want to pursue a Masters in Psychology with a Cognitive and Affective
Emphasis. This statement should describe how you became interested in the field, research
interests within the field, and future goals.
Candidates are notified in May regarding the status of their application.
Applicants admitted to the program will be sent a Letter of Admission and Admission
Evaluation Summary by the Graduate Studies Office informing them of their admission status in
the Psychology Department and the University. Full standing admission to the program requires
that the prospective graduate student's application be approved by the Graduate Psychology
Admissions Committee and the Director of Graduate Services. Under some circumstances
applicants may be admitted probationally.
ADVISING
At the time of admission to the Cognitive and Affective Graduate Program, a temporary
faculty advisor (usually the Graduate Program Coordinator) will be appointed for each new
graduate student. The temporary advisor will assist the student until a thesis advisor is chosen.
During the first year of graduate study, students should request a graduate faculty
member of the Psychology Department to serve as the Chair of their thesis committee. Any
faculty member in the Psychology Department may serve as Chair. Faculty members have the
right to decline to serve as the Chair of any thesis committee. The Chair and graduate student
will select two additional Psychology Department faculty to serve on the thesis committee,
although in special cases one member may be selected from the graduate faculty of another
department or academic institution. The Chair will assume responsibility for supervising the
student's plan of study and thesis work. The student's thesis committee will evaluate the
completed thesis and serve as a final examining committee (see section on “Master’s Thesis” for
more details).
Appointments of the Chair and other members of the student's thesis committee must be
approved by the Graduate Program Coordinator and by the Director of Graduate Studies.
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
It is recommended that incoming students have completed at least 10 undergraduate
credits in Psychology including courses in Psychological Statistics and Research Methods.
Students who have not completed such courses may be required to complete undergraduate
courses in these areas.
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Required Courses in the Cognitive and Affective Graduate Program

Course #
PSYCH 720
PSYCH 730
PSYCH 731
PSYCH 792
PSYCH 793
PSYCH 795

Course Title
Theoretical Conceptualizations in Psychology
Foundations of Behavioral Statistics
Multivariate Statistical Methods
Foundations of Research Methods
Advanced Research Methods
Psychology Thesis
Electives

# Credits
3
3
3
3
3
6
9

Please note that not all electives will be given every year. Students are required to complete 3
electives (3 credits each), 5 required core courses (3 credits each), and 6 total credits of thesis
hours. Course descriptions and possible electives can be found at the end of this handbook.

Minimum Number of 700 Level Credits to Graduate: 30
MINIMUM GRADE POINT AVERAGE
As stated in the Graduate Bulletin, at least a B average (3.00 of a 4.00 scale) must be
earned on all work attempted as a graduate student and also on all work that applies to the
master's degree. Students who do not meet these requirements will be placed on probation. A
student who is admitted on probation or subsequently placed on probation must complete 9
credits with at least a B average to be taken off probation. No more than two courses with grades
of C (not to exceed 6 units), or one C and two BC grades (not to exceed 9 units), or three BC
grades (not to exceed 9 units) may apply to a Master's degree. Students who are on probation
will not be admitted to candidacy (see below) or register for Independent Study (PSYCH 796) or
thesis credits (Psych795) until they are removed from probation by meeting the above criteria.
Due to the size of our graduate program, most students who are placed on probation require an
extra year to graduate.
POLICY ON DEGREE TIME LIMITS
According to the Graduate Bulletin, "All academic requirements applying to a degree
(including work transferred) must be completed within a seven-year time period. The time period
begins with the beginning date of the term in which a first degree course was taken. The time
period ends with the term the final requirement is completed." Students engaged in full-time
study should be able to complete the Cognitive and Affective program in 2 years if they follow
the recommended course and thesis completion timeline.
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COURSE/UNIT LOAD
The following are considered full-time graduate students:
1. Students registered for 9 or more graduate units in a semester, or 5 or more units in a
summer session;
2. Graduate Assistants registered for 6 or more graduate units in a semester or 3 or more
units in a summer session;
3. Thesis students who have completed all degree requirements, except for their thesis, may
be considered enrolled for one more semester beyond thesis registration without
registering for units. However, their advisor must assure they are working on their thesis.
This policy may not satisfy certain Financial Aid criteria, and students may not be
eligible for certain student services (e.g. use of the Health Center).
A graduate student is considered half-time with a semester registration of 4.5 or more units or 3
or more units during a summer session.
The maximum unit load for a graduate student shall be per term, except graduate assistants:
17 week term
14 week term
3 week term
8 week term
4 week term

18 units
15 units
3 units
8 units
4 units

Special students and probationary students, as well as students with incompletes, should not
expect to carry maximum loads.
SAMPLE COURSE SCHEDULE

Year 1, Fall Semester
Course #
PSYCH 720
PSYCH 730
PSYCH 792

Course Title
Theoretical Conceptualizations in Psychology
Foundations of Behavioral Statistics
Foundations of Research Methods

Year 1, Spring Semester
Course #
Course Title

# Credits
3
3
3

# Credits

6

PSYCH 731
PSYCH 793

Multivariate Statistical Methods
Advanced Research Methods
Elective

3
3
3

Year 2, Fall Semester
Course #
Course Title
Elective
PSYCH 795
Psychology Thesis

# Credits
3
6

Year 2, Spring Semester
Course #
Course Title
Elective
PSYCH 795
Psychology Thesis

# Credits
3
6
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COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE PROGRAM FACULTY
All faculty members in the Department of Psychology are involved in the Cognitive and
Affective Program. Any faculty member can serve as thesis Chair or as a committee member on
a thesis. For a full listing of faculty members and their bios, please refer to the Department of
Psychology webpage: http://www.uwosh.edu/psychology/.
ADMISSION TO CANDIDACY
Students must be admitted to candidacy after having earned a minimum of 9 but no more
than 21 credits. Admission to candidacy requires the student to be in full standing and to file
three copies of the Application for Admission to Candidacy form (formal plan of study),
available on the Graduate Studies Office website at www.uwosh.edu/gradstudies/resources.
Changes in the plan of study are made by filing a Candidacy Program Modification form and
receiving approval from the Cognitive and Affective Graduate Program Coordinator and the
Director of Graduate Services. Students typically complete their Admission to Candidacy form at
the end of the first year.
MASTER'S THESIS
The master's thesis is the "capstone" experience in the Cognitive and Affective Graduate
Program. Specifically, students are required to conduct a research project that represents an
original contribution to the research literature.
In order to complete the thesis in a timely fashion, students are encouraged to begin
developing a topic in consultation with a faculty member during the second semester of the first
year and begin their literature review and write their IRB during the summer between their first
and second year. Students are encouraged to defend their thesis proposal at the beginning of the
Fall semester of their second year in order to allow enough time in the Fall semester for data
collection. The faculty member who provides consultation at this early stage may eventually be
the thesis committee Chair, although this will not always be the case. Choice of a thesis Chair
will depend primarily on the thesis topic and individual faculty workload. The committee Chair
must be a faculty member in the Department of Psychology. Once a student has decided upon a
topic he/she should ask a department faculty member to serve as the Chair of the thesis
committee. All faculty members reserve the right to decide whether or not they will serve as
committee Chairs on a case-by-case basis depending on factors such as thesis topic, area of
expertise, and current workload.
Once the topic is chosen and the Chair has agreed to serve, the next step is to develop the
thesis proposal. During this process, the two other committee members are usually chosen in
consultation with the Chair. Committee members may be other faculty from the Department of
Psychology or faculty from other departments.
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A typical proposal consists of a fairly comprehensive literature review of the thesis topic,
a set of hypotheses, and a description of the methods that will be used to conduct the study. The
proposal is reviewed by the thesis Chair (usually several drafts are needed) and is then submitted
to the other two thesis committee members. The final proposal must be submitted to the thesis
committee in hard copy. DO NOT DISTRIBUTE YOUR THESIS PROPOSAL UNTIL YOUR
THESIS CHAIR HAS HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPROVE THE FINAL DRAFT. A
formal meeting is then held between the student and the three committee members. The purpose
of this meeting is for the committee to formally approve the proposal before the student begins
collecting data. In many cases, it allows the committee to iron out potential problems that would
impair the study. After the proposal meeting the student submits an IRB or IACUC protocol (see
below) and, after IRB or IACUC approval, begins the data collection process. We strongly
encourage students to complete this portion of their thesis during the first part of the Fall
semester of their second year in order to graduate in a timely manner. Data collection, depending
on the project, can be time consuming and may require more than one semester.

After the proposal has been approved by the thesis committee, the student must submit a
Research Proposal Form containing an abstract describing what is proposed and how it will be
accomplished. IRB or IACUC approval must be attached to the form. Research Proposal Forms
are available on the Graduate Studies Office website at www.uwosh.edu/gradstudies/resources.
Additional instructions are also available at this site. The thesis Chair, committee members, and
Cognitive and Affective Graduate Program Coordinator review the proposal abstract and indicate
approval or rejection. Five copies are then forwarded to the Graduate Studies Office for
approval. The Research Proposal Form should be submitted mid-semester prior to the semester
of graduation.
Once collected, the data are analyzed and the thesis is written in consultation with the
thesis Chair (committee members may be consulted if necessary). DO NOT DISTRIBUTE
YOUR THESIS TO YOUR COMMITTEE MEMBERS UNTIL YOUR THESIS CHAIR HAS
HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW IT. Once the thesis is in a form acceptable to the
chair, it is distributed to the committee members for review. If it is acceptable to the committee
members, a thesis defense date is set. According to the Graduate Bulletin, the degree candidate
will defend the thesis in an open, public oral examination. The purpose of a public oral defense is
essentially to disseminate the thesis findings to other members of the university community.
Following the defense, students may be encouraged to disseminate their findings through
scholarly journals and/or conferences.
If needed, the department will contribute $100 toward each student thesis for purchasing
minor equipment, supplies or paying participants. These funds cannot be used for binding the
thesis upon completion, and are only intended to assist the research process. Requests for thesis
funds should be made in writing by the student’s thesis Chair to the Cognitive and Affective
Graduate Program Coordinator.
Other information about the thesis can be found in the Graduate Bulletin.
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IRB AND IACUC APPROVAL
The University's Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Protection of Human Participants
has the legal responsibility to ensure that all research conducted at the University adequately
protects the rights and welfare of human participants. The IRB must review all projects that
involve human participants PRIOR to participant recruitment. It is therefore the responsibility of
each investigator to submit an application for IRB review before beginning the research,
including the recruiting of participants. Although the IRB review process typically is
completed within three to four weeks, it may take longer if the IRB needs to request
additional information because the application is incomplete or unclear.
The IRB application packet, which contains the federal guidelines governing the use of
human participants, is available from the Office of Grants and Faculty Development (920-4241415) or online at www.uwosh.edu/grants/research_responsibility/human_subjects.php.
It is the responsibility of the University's Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) to ensure that all procedures performed on animals used for research at this University
shall be carried out according to the principles stated in the current "Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals" (DHHS-NIH) and the Animal Welfare Act (PL-89-544) and
amendments, regardless of the species studied. The IACUC therefore reviews all projects
involving animals.
Each investigator must initiate the IACUC animal use protocol review process at the
appropriate time to avoid delay. Animal Use Protocol Forms are available from the departments
of Psychology and Biology/Microbiology, or the L & S Dean’s Office, NE 101.
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A SUMMARY OF STEPS TOWARD COMPLETING A THESIS1
In response to some students’ questions, here is an overview of a common sequence of
events leading to the completion of the thesis.
1. Identify thesis topic in consultation with an advisor (in your first year).2
2. Form a thesis committee.3
3. Work with committee Chair to outline tentative research plan (literature review, hypotheses
and methods). This typically takes 3-5 months, thus, students should begin this process
during the middle/end of the Spring semester during their first year.
4. Consult with the thesis chair to select thesis committee members.
5. Prepare and circulate draft of thesis proposal to committee.4
6. Conduct proposal defense with committee.
7. Obtain IRB approval (this may take 3-4 weeks during the normal school year and may take
substantially longer in the summer, during interims, and other vacation periods).
8. Submit Research Approval Form, available from the Graduate Studies Office, with IRB
approval letter to the Participant Pool Coordinator in order to gain access to the participant
pool and SONA system.
9. Collect data.
10. Work with Chair to prepare results and discussion. This may take a period of several months
so it is recommended that you start data collection in the Fall of your second year and
complete data collection by the beginning of the Spring semester.
11. Work with the thesis Chair to complete a final draft of your thesis.
12. Meet with Marci Nondorf in the Graduate Studies Office (424-1211) to review your thesis
format. (Proper format is essential for binding and publishing your thesis. You cannot deposit
your thesis into library circulation until you have met with Marci. Allow several days for
revisions.) 5
13. Schedule a final thesis defense with your thesis Chair and committee members. Publicize
thesis defense meeting. You may not circulate your final thesis to committee members until
your thesis Chair gives you final approval. You must provide your committee members with
a hard copy of your final thesis. Faculty members would appreciate receiving the final thesis
about one week prior to the final defense in order to ensure that they have enough time to
read your thesis.
14. Conduct thesis defense meeting. This typically lasts about 2 hours.
15. Revise thesis as needed based on defense meeting; meet with Marci Nondorf again to finalize
the format of your thesis.
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16. Submit final thesis copy to Graduate Studies Office for approval.5
1

Students are responsible for completing the thesis. Students are expected to complete all course
work and successfully defend their final thesis in a two year period.
2

Your thesis Chair must be a faculty member within the Psychology Department.

3

Faculty both within the Psychology Department and outside of the Department may serve as
committee members. Not all faculty who are asked will agree to serve on your committee.
4

Throughout the process faculty typically take 1-2 weeks to read and return drafts. It is not
uncommon to submit 10-12 drafts.
5

The Graduate Studies Office should be consulted for specific dates, formatting requirements,
etc.
NOTE: All research that involves human and/or animal subjects must have the approval of the
University Institutional Review Board (IRB) for Protection of Human Participants and/or
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) prior to conducting the research. See
policy statements in the Graduate School Bulletin and through the Office of Grants and Faculty
Development.
RESEARCH EMPHASIS and RESEARCH COLLOQUIUMS
The most successful students are ones who actively participate in their education and take
advantage of as many opportunities as possible rather than just passively completing program
requirements. We STRONGLY encourage students to seek out research collaborative
experiences with faculty members as soon as they enter the Cognitive and Affective Graduate
Program. These types of experiences are imperative in building the necessary foundation to then
independently develop a thesis project during the second year of your education. As a whole, we
find that the more active students are in research during their first year, the more successful they
are in developing and completing their Masters thesis in a timely manner. In addition, students
who are actively involved in research during their first year are better able to integrate course
material with practical experiences, thereby promoting future success not only during their
second year but also in their later careers.
To promote this success, all graduate students are expected to present research ideas or
projects in the bi-weekly research colloquiums attended by all faculty members and all graduate
students. Attendance is MANDATORY. Second year students will present during the Fall
semester and the expectation is that you will present over research you conducted during your
first year or your Masters thesis project. First year graduate students will present during the
Spring semester and the expectation is that you will present over research projects you are
currently conducting or potential Masters thesis project. The goal of the research colloquiums is
to allow students the opportunity to not only practice delivering a professional presentation but
also to receive feedback about their research ideas from graduate students and faculty members.
These experiences are invaluable to ensure the success of students as they go on job interviews,
provide job talks, and defend their Masters thesis during their final semester.
In order to gain the most of this experience, it is highly recommended that students
schedule a meeting with their faculty advisor/mentor to receive feedback about your
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presentation.
In addition to colloquium presentation, it is strongly encouraged that graduate students
attend professional conferences and present their research findings at these conferences.
Presentations at professional conferences are paramount to your success because you will gain
invaluable experience creating and presenting professional posters and receive feedback from
researchers around the country. Students often find that attending these conferences provides an
occasion to network with researchers and professional from other settings, particularly graduate
schools of interest.
CONFERENCE TRAVEL
For students who are presenting at a conference, travel funding is available. Funding can
be applied for through the Graduate Studies Office. The student and Committee Chair must fill
out a form to justify the travel for the student’s academic career. The travel allocation for
graduate students is quite generous and is definitely worth applying for. Contact the Graduate
Studies Office (Marci Nondorf) 424-1211 for further information.
GRADUATION
Students planning to graduate must obtain an application for graduation from the
Graduate Studies Office. The application process must be completed no later than the end of the
first week of a summer session or the end of the fourth week of a semester in which the student
intends to graduate. The application process is required regardless of whether or not the student
intends to participate in commencement ceremonies.
COMMENCEMENT
Commencement ceremonies are held at the end of the 14-week term of each of the Spring
and Fall semesters. The student's official graduation date will be the final day of classes of the
17-week fall or spring semester or 8-week summer session in which he or she completes the
graduation requirements. Graduate students whose graduation date is at the end of the summer
session (August) have two commencement ceremony options:
1. Participate the following December. Applications for graduation are due by the end of the
first week of the summer session;
2. Participate the preceding May. Applications for graduation are due by the end of the fourth
week of the spring semester.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
I.

Types of Financial Assistance Available to Graduate Students in Psychology.
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A. Departmental Graduate Assistantships
The Department of Psychology has a limited number of Assistantships available to graduate
students in good academic standing. Assistantships usually require an average of between 10
and 15 hours of work per week (for 17 weeks/semester) and carry a cash stipend. Nonresident graduate assistants who are hired for 13.5 or more hours per week are eligible for
out-of-state fee remissions. Graduate assistants are limited to a maximum course load of 12
units (crs.) per semester and must enroll for a minimum of 6 credits.
Duties performed by graduate assistants may include assistance with courses, coordinating
the animal colony or participant pool, serving as instrumentation coordinator, or assisting
faculty with research.
B. Non-Departmental Assistantships
Occasionally, other departments within the university seek the services of our graduate
students. In most cases, these assistantships involve analyzing data or assisting other students
who are working on thesis projects. Students interested in these types of assistantships should
direct inquiries to the Graduate Studies Office.
C. Grants and Contracts
Departmental faculty sometimes receive grants or outside consulting contracts which may
include funds for graduate assistants. The best way to find out about this source of funding is
to ask individual faculty members.
D. Student Loans
Students needing to cover expenses can also get loans at favorable rates. Students interested
in this option should inquire at their local bank or at the Financial Aid Office here on
campus.
E. Other
A variety of other sources of financial assistance are available, including scholarships,
campus employment, Minnesota-Wisconsin reciprocity, and various grant-in-aid programs.
Information on these programs may be obtained from the Financial Aid Office (104
Dempsey Hall, 424-3377).
II.

Financial Assistance Decision Process within the Psychology Department
A. Purposes of Financial Assistance
Financial assistance is designed to serve a number of purposes. First and foremost, it is
means of providing students with a source of financial support so that they can devote their
full attention to their studies while they are in graduate school. It also provides students with
an incentive to make satisfactory progress in the program and an opportunity to work closely
with faculty. Finally, it also helps us to attract highly qualified students to the Experimental
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program.
B. How Funding Decisions are Made
Financial assistance to first-year students is based primarily on their academic track record
and departmental needs. Specific criteria used in the decision-making process may include
undergraduate GPA, GRE scores, prior work and research experience, and skill set.
Note: While we make every effort to fund second-year students, they are generally not as
high a priority for departmental funding as first-year students. The primary reason for this is
that, in most cases, second-year students have acquired skills and made contacts that make
them competitive for assistantships outside of the department. They have also had the
opportunity to make connections that may result in funding opportunities outside of the
university. Also, since departmental funding is so limited, we feel that it is fair to spread out
the funding to as many students as possible. Funding for second year students is based on
their performance in the program, GPA, GRE scores, prior work and research experience,
and faculty recommendations. Generally, students will not be allowed to hold more than one
graduate assistantship within the Department or elsewhere on campus.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY AND CODE OF CONDUCT
I. Academic Integrity
Graduate students in the Department of Psychology are expected to maintain high ethical
standards when it comes to their academic work. All forms of academic dishonesty, including
cheating and plagiarism, are strictly prohibited. Ethical standards, as articulated in the ethical
principles set forth by the American Psychological Association, must be observed by all graduate
students. Any allegations of academic dishonesty or unethical behavior are processed according
to policies set forth in the Graduate Bulletin and the University’s Student Code of Conduct
(www.uwosh.edu/stuaff/dean/student-conduct).
II. Code of Conduct
In addition to maintaining high ethical standards, graduates student are expected to
conduct themselves in a professional manner when dealing with others (e.g., faculty, fellow
students, employees at internship sites). Behavior that is rude or disrespectful to others will not
be tolerated. In the extreme, such behavior could lead to dismissal from the program.
STUDENT EMAIL ACCOUNTS
Your email account user name consists of the first five letters of your last name + the first
letter of your first name + the last two digits of your campus ID number. For example, if
1234567 is the campus ID number for Theo Rhetical, a graduate student at UW Oshkosh, then
his email account user name would be: rhetit67@uwosh.edu. When you first log on to the
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school's computer, use your 7-digit Campus ID number as your password, then use the menu to
change your password to one you will not forget. Theo would experience the following (the
computer is normal font, Theo is bold font):

Username:
rhetit89
password:
1234567
Once logged on, there is a menu driven system for email, handling files, and other
activities. If you have questions about the school computer, there are several sources of
information: the CLOW computer room advisor, other graduate students, and Academic
Computing (424-3020).
STUDENT PORTFOLIOS
Throughout your graduate career at UW Oshkosh you will be in the process of building
credentials to assist you in seeking employment or pursuing further graduate education after
completing your degree. To assist you in organizing these credentials, we may occasionally ask
you to provide us with an updated portfolio. Portfolios may include your vita (an academic
resumé), representative papers from your course work, documentation from completed research
projects, or copies of research posters, presentations, or publications. Portfolios serve as a means
of assessing the quality of your graduate education, and as a means of summarizing your
credentials for future employers or Ph.D. admissions committees.

TIPS AND ADVICE
1.
2.

3.

4.

Refer to the Graduate Studies bulletin and website often.
The TitanCard is your student ID card. YOU MUST HAVE A TITANCARD TO
CHECKOUT MATERIALS FROM POLK LIBRARY. You can also use it as a debit
card. The debit function allows you to buy books at the bookstore, purchase food at
Reeve Union, use building vending machines, and make copies on copiers in the library
and around the campus. Contact the TitanCard office in Reeve Union to find out how to
get the card and apply funds to the debit account.
A parking permit is required if you want to park in a University parking lot. There are
various classes of permits including special evening parking permits. Contact the Parking
Office for more information.
Also, if you must leave your car in a lot overnight for any reason, you must call the
Parking Office. Otherwise, your car may be ticketed or towed. Leave a message if it is
after hours.
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5.
6.

7.

8.

Contact the Student Accounts office about applying to make installment payments for
tuition and fees.
Clow Faculty 25 and Clow Classroom 48A are the Experimental Psychology graduate
student offices. Experimental Psychology graduate student mailboxes, a computer, and a
printer are located in these rooms. There is also a QUIET room with couches, called the
Browsing room, located on the second floor in Polk Library. A study lounge for students
with disabilities can be found in Dempsey Hall, Room 120.
If you live a distance from the University and there is a bad storm, you may wish to
consider staying overnight at the Gruenhagen Conference Center, located on campus at
208 Osceola Street. The current cost for an overnight stay at Gruenhagen is $25.00 (for
students). This service includes: mattress pad, pillow with pillow case and two sheets per
guest. Full service rooms ($35.00) include the beds made, a towel set (two towels, one
washcloth), soap, and a plastic cup per guest. Plus rooms ($43.00) are hotel-style with
one single or double bed, microfridge, telephone, TV/VCR combo, iron and ironing
board. No rooms, however, are en suite, which means there are no private bathrooms. For
further information, call 424-1106, or visit https://gcc.housing.uwosh.edu/lodging.
Procedures for assistantship and student assistant payroll are coordinated by Marci
Nondorf in the Graduate Studies Office in conjunction with the University Human
Resources office.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
Complete descriptions, including prerequisites, for these and other psychology courses
may be found in the Graduate Bulletin. Course descriptions are subject to change by faculty.
PSYCH 720 Theoretical Conceptualizations in Psychology – Critical examination of historical
and contemporary conceptualizations in psychology and exploration of scientific models in the
evaluation and application of psychological principles, with an emphasis on affect, cognition,
and behavior in human functioning.
PSYCH 730 Foundations of Behavioral Statistics -- Principles of inferential statistics in
experimental design. Methods of statistical and hypothesis testing. Analysis of variance and
analysis of covariance for various simple and complex experimental designs (3 credits).
PSYCH 731 Multivariate Statistical Methods -- Multivariate statistical methods used in
behavioral scientific research, including multiple correlation/regression, canonical
correlation/regression, discriminant analysis, factor analyses, and other topics. (3 credits)
PSYCH 792 Foundations of Research Methods – Basic coverage of methodological techniques
used in the behavioral sciences. Possible topics: experimental and nonexperimental designs,
ethics, reliability, validity, theory development, and hypothesis generation and testing (3 credits).
PSYCH 793 Advanced Research Methods – More advanced and in-depth coverage of
methodological techniques and issues used in the behavioral sciences with an emphasis on
application of these techniques in the exploration of cognitive and affective processes in
psychology (3 credits).
PSYCH 795 Psychology Thesis -- Research and preparation of a thesis. Students present their
thesis proposal in a formal meeting to the Thesis Committee. When the thesis is completed to the
satisfaction of the student and his/her thesis Chair, the student “defends” the thesis before the
thesis committee. (3 credits)
PSYCH 746 -- Seminar on Current Topics -- Current topics in one area in psychology are
offered. Course content is expected to differ from offering to offering. Repeatable for credit.
Possible topics: Empathic Processes, Motivation and Emotion. (3 credits)
PSYCH 765 Affect and Psychopathology – Examination of the role of cognition and affect in the
development and maintenance of psychopathology and empirically-based treatments for various
disorders including cognitive (CBT), behavioral (exposure), and affective-focused treatments
(DBT, ACT, Mindfulness). (3 credits)
PSYCH 775 Learning and Cognition -- Provides an integrative examination of learning and
cognition in humans and animals. The course emphasizes the neural basis of learning and
cognition, computational approaches in the field, and the critical evaluation of current
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research. (3 credits)
PSYCH 777 Biological Bases of Mind and Behavior -- An overview of contemporary
methodology and research in biological psychology. Content includes neuroanatomy,
neurophysiology, and an in depth analysis of the biological bases of behavior and cognitive
functions. Topics include the physiology of sensation, perception, movement, motivation, sleep,
learning, memory, emotion, and abnormal behavior. (3 credits)
PSYCH 780 Social Psychological Theory and Practice – An overview of classic and current
theoretical issues and research findings in social psychology, Topics may include attitudes and
behavior, person perception, cognitive dissonance theory, attribution theory, social comparison,
social influence, affiliation, conformity, social learning theory, theories of emotion, and theories
of aggression. (3 credits)
PSYCH 785 Developmental Processes – Reviews major conceptual approaches to the study of
development through the lifespan, from conception to death, in the domains of cognition,
personality, and social-emotional processes. (3 credits)
PSYCH 789 Animal Behavior -- A critical survey of research methodology, principles, and
theories of animal behavior stressing the comparative-evolutionary viewpoint. (3 credits)
PSYCH 790 Seminar in Psychology -- Critical analysis of current research in different
specialized topics of psychology. Emphasis is upon literature review and the preparation of
critique papers on pertinent problem areas. (3 credits)
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